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I have a what???
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Why was it/is it so confusing when I was 
diagnosed?

§Diagnosis often poorly communicated

§ Often comes out of the blue 

§Poorly understood by general medical community

§ Information often incomplete 

§The indiscriminate terror of a cancer diagnosis

§Catastrophization vs minimization



How common is this?
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All Cancers 611.42 13% 62,174

All NETS 5.86 138% 596

Small Intestine 
NETS 1.01 140% 103

*Hallet J et al. Cancer 2014.



How did this happen and is it hereditary?

For the vast 
majority of 
cases; we 
simply don’t
know

Incidence of
Genetic testing
In NETS: ???



When did it start?
We never really know…….



Why wasn’t it diagnosed sooner?
§Many cases grow very slowly without any 

symptoms, or hormonal syndrome, over years

§Those with symptoms are often diagnosed and 
treated for other benign conditions before anyone 
thinks of NET 

§The most sensitive tests for NETs are not readily 
available across Canada

§Historically, medical hoofbeats means horses, not 
zebras



Can it be 
cured?

Surgery is the only 
curative 

treatment currently 
available



What is this Ki-67 I keep hearing about?

A test done in the pathology lab to ‘grade’ your tumor and to 
see how ‘active’ it is



Is this why I have been feeling poorly?

§Sometimes……..





Do I need Chemotherapy or Radiation?
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In general not……
if you do, it is completely different than ‘typical’ 
chemo/radiation…. 



What is my prognosis?
§Highly variable depending on your particular situation:

§Extent of disease/surgical resection potential
§Site of primary origin
§Symptom burden
§Rate of growth/proliferation
§Whether or not there is an associated hormonal 

syndrome and whether it can be controlled
§Availability of multiple new treatment options
§Sensitivity of your tumor to different treatments
§Other competing risks to your health



Surgeon
Medical Oncologist
Nuclear Medicine Team
Multiple Nurses
Pathologist
Radiologist
Endocrinologist
Gastroenterologist
Geneticist

Who is going to help take care of me?



Question 14

§What is a group of Zebras called?

A Dazzle !


